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Abstract—Many current state-of-the-art speaker diarization
systems exploit agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) as
their speaker clustering strategy, due to its simple processing
structure and acceptable level of performance. However, AHC is
known to suffer from performance robustness under data source
variation. In this paper, we address this problem. We specifically
focus on the issues associated with the widely used clustering
stopping method based on Bayesian information criterion (BIC)
and the merging-cluster selection scheme based on generalized
likelihood ratio (GLR). First, we propose a novel alternative stopping method for AHC based on information change rate (ICR).
Through experiments on several meeting corpora, the proposed
method is demonstrated to be more robust to data source variation
than the BIC-based one. The average improvement obtained in
diarization error rate (DER) by this method is 8.76% (absolute)
or 35.77% (relative). We also introduce a selective AHC (SAHC)
in the paper, which first runs AHC with the ICR-based stopping
method only on speech segments longer than 3 s and then classifies
shorter speech segments into one of the clusters given by the
initial AHC. This modified version of AHC is motivated by our
previous analysis that the proportion of short speech turns (or
segments) in a data source is a significant factor contributing to
the robustness problem arising in the GLR-based merging-cluster
selection scheme. The additional performance improvement obtained by SAHC is 3.45% (absolute) or 14.08% (relative) in terms
of averaged DER.
Index Terms—Agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC),
Bayesian information criterion (BIC), generalized likelihood ratio
(GLR), information change rate (ICR), selective agglomerative
hierarchical clustering (SAHC), speaker diarization.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

PEAKER diarization refers to the automatic process of dividing a given audio source, predominantly using speech,
into speaker-specific segments by transcribing it in terms of
“who spoke when” [1]. Such speaker-specific segmentation
done by speaker diarization can be beneficial and have many
application areas, such as for automatic speech recognition. For
instance, speaker diarization enables selecting speaker-specific
data that can be utilized for unsupervised speaker adaptation.
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It also can help provide statistics that rely on speaker-specific
information, such as frequency of speaking turn change, average speaking time per turn, number of speakers, speaking
time distribution over speakers, and so on. These statistics are
useful for multimedia content analysis. Because of its broad
significance, speaker diarization is currently regarded as one of
the main categories evaluated in the Rich Transcription Evaluation led by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) [2].
Many state-of-the-art speaker diarization systems have a
basic structure in common as shown in Fig. 1, consisting of
three main steps following audio feature extraction. One is
speech/nonspeech detection, which separates target speech regions from a given audio source. The others are speaker change
detection and speaker clustering. Speaker change detection
identifies potential speaker changing points in each speech
region, and further divides the speech region into smaller
speaker-specific segments. Speaker clustering classifies the
resultant segments by speaker identity to append a unique label
to the segments belonging to the same speaker class. These
two steps are in general performed in the order mentioned,
i.e., speaker change detection followed by speaker clustering,
which the present paper also focuses on. Under this structure
for speaker change detection and speaker clustering, we further
concentrate on aspects of speaker clustering, specifically, in
addressing robustness issues due to data source variation in
this paper. It has been shown that data source variation causes
significant performance problems in current speaker diarization
systems [1], [3].
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) [4] has been
popularly used as a speaker clustering strategy in many of the
speaker diarization systems that have been developed by a
number of leading research groups [5]–[10], due to its simple
structure and acceptable level of performance. Algorithm 1
shows how it works within the framework of speaker diarization. Using the speech segments given by the speaker change
detection step as initial clusters, AHC recursively merges the
closest pair of clusters until diarization error rate (DER) reaches
the lowest level. In order for AHC to work properly, two critical
questions need to be answered.
1) How to estimate when DER reaches the lowest level?
2) How to select homogeneous clusters in terms of speaker
identity for merging at every stage of AHC so as to achieve
the minimum possible level of DER?
Toward addressing these questions, in the state of the art, a stopping method based on Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [11]
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Fig. 1. Speaker diarization. (a) Block diagram of a speaker diarization system. (b) Step-by-step graphical interpretation of how a given audio source is transcribed
(in terms of “who spoke when”) by speaker diarization.

simple modified version of AHC, which first runs AHC with the
ICR-based stopping method only on the speech segments not
shorter than 3 s1 in a data source and then classifies the speech
segments shorter than 3 s into one of the clusters given by the
initial AHC. This modification that we refer to as selective
AHC (SAHC) is motivated by our previous analysis in [14]
that the proportion of short speech segments in a data source is
one significant source of variability in the minimum achievable
DER across data sources. By selective classification of speech
segments in terms of length, SAHC mitigates the negative
effect of short speech segments on the GLR-based intercluster
distance measurement. Finally, we conclude this paper with
comments on future work in Section VI.
(for the former question) and generalized likelihood ratio (GLR)
as an intercluster distance measure (for the latter question) have
been widely adopted [12], [13].
Despite their popularity, however, both the BIC-based
stopping method and the GLR-based intercluster distance measurement contribute to the performance degradation of AHC
under data source variation. The BIC-based stopping method
unreliably estimates the optimal stopping point where DER
reaches the lowest level, while the GLR-based intercluster
distance measurement unstably selects clusters for merging
at every stage of AHC to keep the minimum possible level
of DER from being achieved. In this paper, we consider both
these issues. In Section II, the data sources and the setup used
for experiments in the paper are described. The BIC-based
stopping method is investigated in Section III, where we analyze the cause of its sensitivity to data source variation. In
Section IV, based on the analysis in Section III, we address
the robustness issue in the BIC-based stopping method by
proposing a novel alternative based on information change rate
(ICR). Through experiments on various meeting conversation
excerpts, the ICR-based stopping method is demonstrated to
be more robust to data source variation than the BIC-based
one. In Section V, we also address the robustness issue in the
GLR-based intercluster distance measurement by introducing a

II. DATA SOURCES AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Tables I and II present the development and evaluation data
sets used for the experiments reported in this paper, obtained
from 15 different meeting conversation excerpts (of total length
approximately 3 h and 45 min). The data sources are chosen
from ICSI, NIST, and ISL meeting speech corpora.2 They are
,
distinct from one another in terms of number of speakers
,
gender distribution over speakers, total speaking time
, and average speaking
number of speaking turn changes
. The development set will be used during
time per turn
parameter tuning for the stopping methods in AHC while the
evaluation set will be used for performance calculation.
For the experiments presented in this paper, we assume
that both the speech/nonspeech detection step and the speaker
change detection step have been perfectly carried out during
speaker diarization, allowing us to concentrate on the clustering
issues. To enable this, we manually segmented each data source
according to the reference transcription officially provided by
the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) prior to the experiments. In order to avoid any potential confusion in performance
1Let us call them long speech segments in this paper. Accordingly, we call
the speech segments shorter than 3 s short speech segments.
2LDC2004S02, LDC2004S09, and LDC2004S05, respectively.
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TABLE I
DEVELOPMENT SET OF DATA SOURCES. N : # OF SPEAKERS (MALE:FEMALE), T : TOTAL SPEAKING TIME (S), N : # OF SPEAKING TURN CHANGES, AND T :
AVERAGE SPEAKING TIME PER TURN (S). C; N , AND I : DATA SOURCES CHOSEN FROM ICSI, NIST, AND ISL MEETING SPEECH CORPORA, RESPECTIVELY

TABLE II
EVALUATION SET OF DATA SOURCES. THE NOTATION IS SAME AS THAT IN TABLE I

analysis that might result from overlaps between segments, we
excluded all the segments involved in any overlap during data
preparation.
In order to measure DER, we used an official scoring tool,
i.e., md-eval-v21.pl,3 distributed by NIST. This tool calculates
DER as the sum of missed speaker time rate, false alarm speaker
time rate, and speaker error time rate. (The first two error rates
indicate missed detection and false alarm caused by speech/nonspeech detection and speaker change detection, while the last
one comes from speaker clustering.) Due to the assumption of
perfect speech/nonspeech detection and speaker change detection, DER in this paper is determined only by speaker error time
rate.
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) are used as
acoustic features in this paper. Through 23 Mel-scaled filter
banks, a 12-dimensional MFCC vector is generated for every
20-ms-long frame of speech. Every frame is shifted with the
fixed rate of 10 ms so that there can be an overlap between two
adjacent frames.
III. BIC-BASED STOPPING METHOD FOR AHC
We begin this section by providing relevant background
details on GLR and BIC. The former is, as mentioned in
Section I, a widely used intercluster distance measure for
selecting merging clusters at every stage of AHC, and the latter
is a well-known model selection criterion and is utilized for the
stopping method considered in this section.

where
(Unmerging Hypothesis):
and
are hypothesized
•
to be left unmerged.
(Merging Hypothesis):
and
are hypothesized to
•
.
be merged so as to be a new cluster , where
In order to mathematically calculate the two likelihoods on the
right side of (1), the two hypotheses need to be modeled by
probability mass or distribution functions (PMFs or PDFs) respectively. For this, single Gaussian modeling for each cluster
and
for
, and
for
) has been popconsidered (
ularly utilized since [13]. In this paper, we also follow this approach because single Gaussian modeling for the clusters is not
only still popular in GLR computation but also much easier to
analyze theoretically than other current modeling approaches
such as Gaussian mixture modeling (GMM). Based on [13],
, and
are modeled by (multivariate) single Gaussian
, and
with full covariance matrices, redistributions
spectively. Assuming that the PDFs represent random variables
, and , respectively, we can regard
, and (in the modeling framework of [13]) as the sequences of independently and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables drawn according
, and
of random variables
, and ,
to the PDFs
respectively. The mean vectors and the covariance matrices of
, and
are determined by way of maximizing the like, and for
, and , respectively. In other
lihoods of
words
(2)
(3)

A. Generalized Likelihood Ratio (GLR)

and

Suppose that a pair of clusters
and
are given
and they consist of -dimensional acoustic feature vectors
and
, respectively.
Then, GLR for the pair given is computed as follows:

GLR

(1)

3This tool can be downloaded from http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/rt/
2006\\-spring.

(4)
, and
are the sample mean vectors, and
,
where
and
are the sample covariance matrices obtained from
,
, and
are the mean vectors,
and , respectively.
, and
are the covariance matrices of
,
and
and , respectively. Under this framework, (1) can be rewritten
as
GLR
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can rewrite the equation as below without loss of generality by
applying logarithm to both sides

GLR

(7)
Considering that GLR computation intrinsically assumes the
weak law of large numbers4 to be satisfied during its procedure, we can apply the asymptotic equipartition property5 (AEP)
widely known as the consequence of the weak law of large numbers in the field of information theory to the right-side term of
(7). Then, the equation can be simplified to
Fig. 2. GLR for two clusters C and C along with the number of feature
vectors in each cluster with the fixed second-order statistics.  = 0;  = 1,
and 6 = 6 = 1.

(6)
We can see from (6) that GLR is always greater than or equal
to 1 because both of the numerators in the equation are maximal
out of the likelihoods of and , respectively. In other words,
and
,
or
. This
where the equalities hold only if
means that
is always more likely than
, and thus GLR is
not adequate to indicate that one hypothesis is more likely than
the other. GLR is a measure that provides information on how
is than
. Therefore, the more likely
much more likely
is for a pair of clusters, the more distant the clusters are regarded
in GLR-based distance measurement.
The drawback of GLR as a distance measure is, as mentioned
in [14]–[17], that GLR tends to get larger as the total number of
feature vectors within a pair of clusters under consideration increases. This can be clearly illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows
and
along with the numGLRs between two clusters
and
, respectively. In order to
bers of feature vectors
observe the effect of the number of feature vectors, we fixed
the second-order statistics of and arbitrarily. (In this case,
, and
.) This figure explicitly
shows the exponential rising of GLR as the numbers of feature
vectors increase. Consequently, in GLR-based intercluster distance measurement, a pair of homogeneous clusters consisting
of a small number of feature vectors are likely to have a smaller
GLR value and be regarded as mutually closer than those consisting of a large number of feature vectors. Besides, a pair of
heterogeneous clusters consisting of a small number of feature
vectors might have a smaller GLR value and be regarded as mutually closer than a pair of homogeneous clusters consisting of
a large number of feature vectors, which is undesirable.
This undesirable tendency of GLR can be confirmed by analyzing GLR computation with a few basic concepts in the field
of information theory. Let us begin this analysis with (5). We

GLR
(9)
where is entropy. Since entropy for an -dimensional multican be obtained (according
variate normal distribution
where
is deto [18]) as a closed form of
terminant, we can further simplify (9) to

GLR

(10)

where

has the following relation with

and

:

(11)
because
.
Based on this, suppose that we compute GLR between two
and
, where and are the sequences of i.i.d.
clusters
and , and
random variables drawn according to the PDFs
and
, respectively. In other words,
their cardinalities are
(or ) has the same second-order statistics with ’s (or ’s)
4The weak law of large numbers states that a sample mean and a sample variance converge in probability towards the expected value and the second central
moment of a corresponding random variable, respectively. In GLR computation, this law is inherent to (2)–(4).
5Let x ; x ; . . . ; x
be the sequence of i.i.d. random variables drawn according to the PDF f of a random variable X . Then, according to [18], the
AEP states that

0 M1 ln f (x

; x ; . . . ; x ) = h(X ) in probability

where h is entropy.
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but twice the number of feature vectors within (or ). Then,
(where
) with
using (11),
we obtain the same
and hence
GLR

GLR

(12)

variate) single Gaussian distributions with maximum-likelihood
parameter estimation. The details of how the BIC-based stopping method works for AHC are as follows.6
and
con1) For the closest pair of clusters
and
sisting of feature vectors
respectively, compute the BIC
for
and
scores of
BIC
#

The above example indicates that GLR linearly increases
(or GLR exponentially increases) with the fixed second-order
statistics as the numbers of feature vectors within a pair of clusters under consideration get larger, which is consistent with what
is shown in Fig. 2.

#

#

B. Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
BIC [11] was primarily intended for model (or PDF) selection, specifically for the problem of how to select the best model
for given observations from candidate models. A basic model
selection strategy based on BIC is as follows.
1) Compute BIC scores for all candidate models

(14)
BIC
#

BIC

#
#

(13)

where
represents given observations, is a model (or PDF), is a set of model parameters
is the total number of model parameters
for , and #
for .
2) Select the model whose BIC score is the highest as the best
one to represent the observations.
The core of BIC is that the log-likelihood of given observations
, which is determined by the total
for a model is penalized by
number of model parameters and the logarithm of the cardinality
of the observations. This prevents the model having the most
number of parameters from being chosen all the time as the best
one, which is a well-known issue in model selection based on
maximum likelihood without penalization.

(15)
In (14) and (15), is the parameter that should be tuned a
priori for minimizing averaged DER with a development
set of data sources (which will be explained more in detail
is the total size (in terms of the number of
later),
feature vectors) of the entire clusters given as an input for
AHC, and is the dimension of feature vectors.
BIC
BIC
.
2) Compute BIC
BIC

C. BIC-Based Stopping Method for AHC
Keeping both GLR and BIC in mind, we now investigate
the BIC-based stopping method for AHC. This conventional
method to search for the optimal stopping point for AHC (when
DER reaches the lowest level) was originally introduced in [12]
by Chen and Gopalakrishnan. It basically stops AHC at the
point when the closest pair among all pairs of remaining clusters are decided to be not homogeneous for the first time, based
on the reasoning that if the closest pair of clusters were heterogeneous then so would be any other pair of clusters, and thus
there would be no more need for merging in AHC. Decision
of homogeneity for the closest pair of clusters at every stage
of AHC is done by comparing the BIC scores of the clusters
for two hypotheses of “Unmerging” and “Merging.” These two
and
) used in GLR
hypotheses are the same as those (
supports hocomputation in Section III-A, and in this case
supports heterogeneity. As in GLR commogeneity while
putation, the two clusters considered are modeled by (multi-

GLR

(16)
6We used the same notation in Section III-A for single Gaussian modeling for
clusters.
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3) If BIC
or BIC
BIC
, decide
and
are homogeneous and merge them. Otherthat
wise, do not merge them and stop AHC.
The stopping criterion mentioned above can be rewritten as
GLR
where
rion could be replaced by
GLR

(17)
is a constant. This crite-

(18)

This modified criterion was introduced in [10] based on its better
performance for estimating the optimal stopping point for AHC
than (17). In this paper, we will consider (18) as a baseline
stopping criterion for the BIC-based stopping method for this
reason. From this point on, the stopping criterion that we mention through the rest of paper thus points to (18), not (17).
D. Tuning Parameter
An important aspect to note for this BIC-based stopping
method is the use of the tuning parameter in (14) and (15).
This parameter is not included in the original BIC score computation as shown in (13), which means that the parameter
was intentionally introduced when applying BIC to devise a
stopping method for AHC. Unfortunately, there is no explicit
explanation in [12] of why is necessary and how it can be
optimally chosen. In the field of speaker diarization, however,
the parameter is widely considered as a weighting factor to lift
up the level of the whole right-side term of (18), and is generally
tuned so as for the stopping criterion to provide the minimum
averaged DER for a development data set. (In this paper, we set
to be 12.0 because
minimized averaged DER for
our development data set presented in Section II).
A problem is that does not work universally. In other words,
tuning in this stopping method cannot guarantee the stopping
criterion to correctly estimate the optimal stopping points for
every data source. This problem is clearly confirmed in Fig. 3,7
where comparison of the minimum possible levels of DERs for
the evaluation data set described in Section II with the respective
DERs achieved by AHC with the BIC-based stopping method
. We can see from the figure that with
with
the BIC-based stopping method does not reliably estimate when
DER reaches the lowest level for the evaluation data set. In our
experiments, the impact of incorrect estimation of the optimal
stopping point is detrimental specifically for C-5, C-6, N-2, and
I-2, while it is not the case for C-4, C-8, and I-3. Average DER
degradation due to such incorrect estimation is about 9.65% (absolute) per data source.
In order to handle this problem, one interesting approach was
proposed in [19] based on the idea of [20], which is to autoto #
in the commatically erase by equalizing #
and
. For this, a GMM with
putation of BIC scores for
model parameters for each cluster considered (
and
)
and another GMM with
model parameters for a hyfor
pothetically merged cluster
for
were utilized, respectively. By doing so, this approach can avoid parameter tuning.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the minimum possible levels of DERs for the evaluation
data set described in Section II with the respective DERs achieved by AHC with
the BIC-based stopping method with  = 12:0. Average DER degradation by
wrong estimation of the optimal stopping point is about 9.65% (absolute) per
data source.

However, it has some side effects such as increased computing
time for training GMMs at every stage of AHC. Moreover, the
approach does not directly take care of a fundamental cause for
the robustness issue of the BIC-based stopping method, which is
the stopping criterion being not robust to data source variation.
E. Sensitivity of the Stopping Criterion To Data Source
Variation
The stopping criterion of the BIC-based method (18) has an
intrinsic flaw in terms of robustness to data source variation because it utilizes GLR. As aforementioned in Section III-A, GLR
is sensitive to the numbers of feature vectors within the clusters
considered. As a result, the left-side term of (18), GLR, is affected by several aspects in the entire speech segments given as
an input data source for AHC beyond just the statistical difference between the clusters considered. This is because the size
of the clusters considered by the BIC-based stopping method at
a certain stage of AHC is determined jointly by the total length
of the segments given as an input for AHC, the distributions of
the segments in length and speaker identity, and merging procedures at the previous stages of AHC. One might claim that the
right-side term of (18) is also affected by the numbers of feature
, so the
vectors within the clusters considered due to
stopping criterion looks robust to data source variation. Howand
ever, GLR grows in a linear fashion8 in proportion to
, while
increases in a logarithmic fashion, which
and
is well shown in Fig. 4. GLR is fast increasing along
, but
looks relatively flat in the figure. This indicates that the right-side term of (18) cannot compensate for the
data dependency of the left-side term fully enough, and the stopping criterion is thus highly likely to vary across data sources.
For this reason, it is too difficult to set a global .
7In this experiment, GLR was used as an intercluster distance measure for
AHC to select the closest pair of clusters at every stage.
8We confirmed in Section III-A that GLR exponentially increased in proportion to the numbers of feature vectors within the clusters considered.
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(Unmerging) and
(Merging).
under the two hypotheses
That is, GLR represents how much amount of information
would be totally changed by merging the clusters considered.
Thus, it is natural to expect that a certain distance measure, if it
represents how much amount of information would be changed
on average over feature vectors by merging the clusters considered, could avoid being affected by the size of the clusters.
ICR satisfies such an expectation, which is the reason why we
named our proposed distance measure information change rate.
From (19) and (20), we can obtain a different version of ICR as
follows:
(21)

ICR

Fig. 4. ln GLR and ln(M +N ) (= ln(N +N ) in this case) for the same clusters considered in Fig. 2 along with the number of feature vectors in each cluster
with the fixed second order statistics,  = 0;  = 1, and 6 = 6 = 1.

Let us consider how ICR is expressed for two extreme
examples.
or
• Ex 1:
ICR

ICR

IV. INFORMATION CHANGE RATE (ICR) AND ICR-BASED
STOPPING METHOD FOR AHC
In the previous section, we investigated the BIC-based
stopping method for AHC and underscored that a fundamental
reason for the robustness issue of the method is the stopping
criterion being not robust to data source variation. In this
section, based on the analysis in Section III, we propose a new
stopping method for AHC that is more robust to data source
variation than the BIC-based one.

• Ex 2:

and

are mutually independent

ICR

A. Information Change Rate (ICR)
First, we propose a new statistical distance measure between
clusters, information change rate (ICR), which is defined as
follows for a pair of clusters
and
consisting of feature
and
,
vectors
respectively
ICR

GLR

(19)

ICR is a normalized version of GLR. This simple idea of normalizing GLR with the total number of feature vectors within
a pair of clusters under consideration was inspired from analyzing GLR with an information-theoretic perspective. Let us
consider (9) in Section III-A again. Considering that entropy can
be regarded as average description length for a random sample
from a given PDF, we can separate the right-side term of the
equation into the following two parts:
GLR

B. Comparison of ICR With Other ICR-Like Intercluster
Distance Measures
In fact, there have been several ICR-like intercluster distance
measures to normalize GLR in the field of speaker diarization,
specifically for speaker change detection. Table III compares
two of such measures, i.e., penalized likelihood ratio (PLR) [16]
and normalized log-likelihood ratio (NLLR) [17], with ICR.
PLR normalizes GLR with the th power of the sum of feature vectors within the clusters considered. However, it does not
appear promising in terms of mitigating the effect of cluster size
on distance measurement, because
GLR

(20)

This means that GLR equals the difference between the total
description lengths for the whole feature vectors considered

(22)

cannot compensate the
As shown in Section III-E,
dependency of GLR on cluster size entirely. Thus, it is difficult to set a global . On the other hand, NLLR is very similar
to ICR and its relation to ICR is shown as follows:
ICR
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF ICR WITH OTHER MEASURES UTILIZING THE IDEA OF NORMALIZING GLR. C AND C : TWO CLUSTERS CONSISTING
OF M AND N FEATURE VECTORS, RESPECTIVELY, : PARAMETER EMPIRICALLY DETERMINED, AND n: DIMENSION OF FEATURE VECTORS

However, it has a different physical meaning from that of ICR
because it further normalizes GLR with the dimension of feature vectors.
C. ICR as a Measure To Decide Homogeneity for Clusters
Since ICR represents what amount of information would be
changed on average over feature vectors by merging the clusters
considered, it is natural to expect ICR to be very small when
the clusters considered are homogeneous in terms of speaker
identity and each cluster is large enough to fully cover the intraspeaker variance of corresponding speaker identity. In other
words, ICR would be small when the clusters considered have
the same speaker identity source and do not need additional information for representing full speaker characteristics. In contrast, ICR would be relatively large when the clusters considered
are heterogeneous, or when they are homogeneous but contain
small feature vectors to cover only a part of the speaker characteristics. Thus, ICR could properly work as a measure to decide homogeneity for clusters if every cluster considered were
large enough to fully represent the characteristics of the corresponding speaker identity. In this paper, we assume that a cluster
containing feature vectors which correspond to more than 30 s
is such a large enough cluster. This assumption is based on the
fact that it requires long speech utterances (at least longer than
20 s) to derive reliable speaker characteristics [21]–[23].
Fig. 5 displays distributions for merging processes between
homogeneous clusters (or correct merging) and for those between heterogeneous clusters (or incorrect merging) in terms
of ICR. The distributions were assumed to be Gaussian, and
their sample means and sample variances were, respectively, obtained based on the ICR values of the merging processes picked
up from AHC procedures for our development data set. All
merging processes we selected occurred between the clusters
corresponding to more than 30 s. Using the distributions in the
figure, we set a threshold
ICR to be 0.18603, with which
classification error between the two distributions can be minimized. In this paper, we thus regard a pair of clusters having
as homogeneous in terms of speaker
ICR less than
identity.
D. ICR-Based Stopping Method for AHC
Based on ICR and its applicability to intercluster homogeneity decision in terms of speaker identity, we now introduce
an ICR-based stopping method for AHC. This method is distinct from the BIC-based one in terms of 1) stopping criterion
and 2) the order of the clusters considered. Its details are as
follows.
1) Wait until AHC reaches the end of its merging processes,
i.e., wait until all the clusters given for AHC are merged to
one cluster.

Fig. 5. Distributions for correct and incorrect merging in terms of ICR. The
threshold  is set so as to minimize classification error between the two distributions. All the merging processes used for obtaining the distributions were
picked up from our development data set, and they corresponded to more than
30 s.

2) For the pair of clusters merged at the last stage
and
, consisting of feature vectors
of AHC,
and
respectively, compute ICR.
3) Compare ICR with
ICR

(24)

If ICR
, decide that
and
are heterogeneous in terms of speaker identity and consider the pair
of clusters merged at the next latest stage of AHC. Otherwise, stop considering more merging processes and select
the stage previously considered as the stopping point.
The ICR-based stopping method depends upon the reasoning9
that all merging processes during AHC after the optimal stopping point would occur between heterogeneous clusters. The
reason why this stopping method starts its consideration from
the pair of clusters merged at the last stage of AHC is because
such a strategy can make the stopping criterion (24) consider
large clusters only. As mentioned in the previous subsection,
ICR can properly work as a homogeneity decision measure only
for large enough clusters to represent full speaker characteristics, respectively.
Equation (24) can be rewritten as follows:
GLR

(25)

9The BIC-based stopping method for AHC also relies on the same reasoning.
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TABLE IV
ICR-BASED STOPPING METHOD VERSUS BIC-BASED STOPPING METHOD. c = (1=2)fn + (1=2)n(n + 1)g,
WHERE n IS THE DIMENSION OF FEATURE VECTORS. n = 12;  = 0:18603, AND  = 12:0 IN THIS PAPER

Fig. 6. ln GLR; ThBIC =  1 c 1 ln(M + N ), and ThICR =  1 (M + N )
for C-6, where  = 12:0 and  = 0:18603. The stopping point estimated by
the ICR-based stopping method is identical to the optimal one in this case.

Comparing this criterion with (18) for the BIC-based stopping
method, we can see that the difference of computational complexity between the two stopping methods is thus negligible.
For easier understanding of the ICR-based stopping method for
AHC, Table IV is presented.
, and
Fig. 6 shows GLR
BIC
for the data source C-6 in our evaluation
ICR
and
. This figure focuses
data set, where
on the variations of the three terms at the final ten merging processes during AHC for C-6. From the figure, we can see that
ICR varies along with GLR while
BIC does not. The
observation that
BIC looks almost flat compared to GLR
is consistent with what was shown in Fig. 4 in Section III-E, and
verifies that (18) is not robust to data source variation. In contrast, the robustness of the criterion in (24) or (25) to data source
variation is demonstrated through the figure above.
Fig. 710 presents AHC performance using the ICR-based
stopping method
for the evaluation data set. In
the figure, we can observe that the proposed stopping method
exactly detected the optimal stopping points for all the data
10GLR was used as an intercluster distance measure for AHC in this
experiment.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the minimum possible levels of DERs for the evaluation data set (described in Section II) with the respective DERs obtained by
AHC with the ICR-based stopping method with  = 0:18603. Average DER
degradation by wrong estimation of the optimal stopping point is less than 1%
(absolute) per data source.

sources except C-4, C-8, and C-9. Even for the three data
sources, gaps between DERs at the estimated stopping points
and those at the optimal ones are shown to be insignificant. Compared to the results obtained using AHC with the
BIC-based stopping method for the same data set (shown in
Fig. 3), the results in this figure are much improved overall,
and indicate that the ICR-based stopping method is superior
to the BIC-based one in terms of robustness to data source
variation. Consequently, the ICR-based stopping method for
AHC led to average DER improvement by 8.76% (absolute)
and 35.77% (relative) per data source, compared to the conventional BIC-based one.
V. SELECTIVE AGGLOMERATIVE HIERARCHICAL
CLUSTERING (SAHC)
In this section, we tackle the robustness issue of intercluster
distance measurement for AHC. As mentioned in Section I,
GLR is widely used as such a measure to select the closest
pair of clusters at every stage of AHC, but its sensitivity to data
source variation in terms of accuracy results in the severe variability of the minimum possible level of DER across data
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Fig. 8. Minimum levels of DERs possibly achieved by AHC for the development data set. Comparison of performance for the whole speech segments given
for AHC with that for a subset containing the segments longer than or equal to
3 s.

sources. This can be confirmed in Figs. 3 and 7, where the minimum possible levels of DERs severely vary across the data
sources considered. A possible key factor contributing to this
robustness issue was analyzed in [14], where we found out that
the large fraction of the segments shorter than 3 s in the input
speech segments to AHC affected the minimum possible level
of DER. To avoid such data dependency of the accuracy of
the GLR-based intercluster distance measurement, we introduce
here a simple modified version of AHC, namely selective AHC
(SAHC).
SAHC first runs AHC (with the ICR-based stopping method)
only on the segments longer than or equal to 3 s among the
speech segments given for AHC, and then classifies the rest of
the segments (shorter than 3 s) into one of the final clusters provided by the initial AHC, which is described in Algorithm 2.
By doing this, the modified clustering strategy can enhance the
accuracy of the GLR-based distance measurement during the
initial AHC. Fig. 8 shows that AHC for a subset (of a given data
source) containing only the segments longer than or equal to 3 s
can, in general, achieve better performance than AHC for the
in Table I in Section II,
entire given segments. Considering
we can easily identify from the figure that such performance improvement is remarkable specifically for the data sources with
many short segments, i.e., C-1, C-2, and I-1.
Fig. 9 shows SAHC performance for the evaluation data set.
From the figure, we can see that SAHC is a reasonable strategy
to tackle the robustness issue of the GLR-based intercluster distance measurement. The severe variability of the minimum level
of DER across data sources is mitigated to some degree by
SAHC. This mitigation was obtained significantly for C-8, C-9,
and I-2. The overall DER improvement achieved by SAHC is
21.92% (relative) compared to simple AHC with the ICR-based
stopping method.

Fig. 9. Comparison of the minimum possible levels of DERs for the evaluation
data set with the respective DERs obtained by SAHC.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed the robustness issues of AHC to
data source variation within the framework of speaker diarization, which are faced by the BIC-based stopping method and
the GLR-based intercluster distance measurement in AHC. To
tackle the problem caused by the BIC-based stopping method
we proposed a novel ICR-based alternative. Furthermore, we
introduced SAHC as a simple solution to tackle the severe
variability of the minimum possible level of DER across data
sources due to the sensitivity of the accuracy of the GLR-based
intercluster distance measurement to data source variation.
Through experimental results on excerpts obtained from
meeting corpora, AHC with the ICR-based stopping method
and SAHC were shown to outperform and be more robust to
data source variation than basic AHC with the BIC-based stopping method. Table V presents performance comparison results
of AHC with the BIC-based stopping method, AHC with the
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TABLE V
GLOBAL COMPARISON (AVERAGED DER) OF AHC WITH THE BIC-BASED
STOPPING METHOD, AHC WITH THE ICR-BASED STOPPING METHOD, AND
SAHC FOR THE EVALUATION DATA SET

ICR-based stopping method, and SAHC for the evaluation data
set. A reason for the improvements achieved by our proposed
methods in terms of averaged DER across the data sources in
the evaluation data set is because of the undesirable tendency of
GLR where it tends to get larger as the total number of feature
vectors within a pair of clusters under consideration increases
was removed (in the case of AHC with the ICR-based stopping
method), and the negative effect of the segments shorter than
3 s in the speech segments given for AHC on the minimum
possible level of DER was mitigated (in the case of SAHC).
One potential future direction is to identify the lower bound
for cluster size that guarantees ICR to be reliable as a statistical distance measure, more specifically as a homogeneity decision measure, between the clusters considered. In this paper,
we avoided the possibility that ICR would not work properly,
by checking ICR-based intercluster homogeneity starting from
the pair of clusters merged at the last stage of AHC under the
assumption that clusters at the later stages of AHC would be
large enough for reliable ICR. This assumption worked for the
meeting conversation excerpts used for the experiments presented in the paper because most of the speakers involved in the
conversations uttered longer than at least 30 s, which is empirically known to be long enough to represent speaker characteristics adequately. The assumption could be however broken for
other data sources which have a preponderance of short speech
segments that are inadequate to reveal the speaker characteristics completely.
Another future direction would be to search for the factors
in a given data source for AHC that affect the reliability of the
GLR-based intercluster distance measurement, other than the
portion of short speech segments that we previously discovered.
These could include the ratio of male and female speakers, the
degree of intrinsic discernibility between speakers in terms of
MFCC, and so on.
In this paper, we assumed perfect speech/nonspeech detection
and speaker change detection. For real applications, we need to
extend our research without this assumption. In this context, it
would be a good opportunity for us to plug in the basic ideas of
this work into practical applications such as the SMARTROOM
project [24].
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